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The so-called extended mean values are defined by the following formu-
lae,
 .1r syrs sr y y x
E r , s ; x , y s ? , rs r y s x y y / 0; 1 .  .  .  .r rs y y x
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1rrr ry y x 1
E r , 0; x , y s ? , r x y y / 0; 2 .  .  .
ln y y ln x r
 r r .r 1r x yyxx
y1r rE r , r ; x , y s e , r x y y / 0; 3 .  .  .ry /y
’E 0, 0; x , y s xy , x / y ; .
E r , s ; x , x s x , x s y. .
The variables x and y are, in this note, positive.
 .  .  .For the sake of convenience, we write E r, s; x, y s E r, s s E x, y
s E, shifting notations to suit the context.
w xStolarsky 5 was the first to define E and he showed that E can be
extended to be continuous on the domain,
r , s ; x , y : r , s g R , x , y ) 0 . 4 4 .  .
w x  .  .In 2, 3 , Leach and Sholander inter alia proved that E r, s; x, y
increased with both r and s, and with both x and y by a less direct
w x  .argument. In 6 , Yang and Cao verified that E r, r q 1 increased in r by
a complicated argument. Most of the classical two variable means are
w xspecial cases of E, for details see 1]4 . Therefore, the study of E is
interesting and important. Moreover, it is challenging to study a function
whose formulation is so indeterminate.
The aim of this note is to give a simple and elementary proof of the
 .monotonicity for the extended mean values E r, s; x, y .
 .THEOREM. E r, s; x, y is increasing in both x and y and in both r and s.
 .  .  t t.  .Proof. Let g s g t s g t; x, y s x y y rt, t / 0; g 0; x, y s ln x
y ln y. The function g can be expressed in integral form,
x
ty1g t ; x , y s u du, t g R . 5 .  .H
y
The extended mean values can be rewritten as
 .1r syrg s ; x , y .
E r , s ; x , y s , r y s x y y / 0; 6 .  .  .  . /g r ; x , y .
g r ; x , y .r
E r , r ; x , y s exp , x y y / 0. 7 .  .  . /g r ; x , y .
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By direct calculation, we have
­ ln E r , r ; x , y .
­ x
g r ; x , y g r ; x , y y g r ; x , y g r ; x , y .  .  .  .r x r xs 2g r ; x , y .
ry1x x x
ry1 ry1s ln x u du y ln u u du ? G 0. 8 .  .  .H H 2g r ; x , y .y y
 .  .Therefore, E r, r ; x, y increases in both x and y, because E r, r ; x, y s
 .E r, r ; y, x .
 . .For r y s x y y / 0, we have
­ Esy r r , s ; x , y g s ; x , y g r ; x , y y g s ; x , y g r ; x , y .  .  .  .  .x xs 2­ x g r ; x , y .
x rqsy1 H x ury1 du H x usy1 duy ys y . 9 .r s2  /x xg r ; x , y .
Now
H x uty1 du H x ln u uty1 du y ln x H x uty1 du .  .y y ys , 10 .t t /x xt
so from the mean value theorem we deduce that
­ Esy r r , s ; x , y .
sgn s sgn s y r . 11 .  . /­ x
 .  .Thus ­ E r, s; x, y r­ x G 0, so E r, s; x, y is increasing in both x and y,
 .  .because E x, y s E y, x .
To analyze E as a function of r and s, first observe that
2
x2  ty1.r2  ty1.r2g 9 t s ln u u ? u du F g t g 0 t , 12 .  .  .  .  . . H /y
 .  .by the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality. Hence g 9 t rg t increases for t g R.
Assume
1rug t q u .
f t , u s , u / 0; 13 .  .
g t .
g 9 t .
f t , 0 s exp , t g R . 14 .  . /g t .
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 .It is clear that f t, 0 increases with t. Straightforward calculation gives
g 9 t q u g t q u 1 .  .
ln f t , u s ? u y ln ? . 15 .  .u 2 /g t q u g t u .  .
By the mean value theorem, it is easy to see that
g t q u g 9 t q j g 9 t q u .  .  .
ln s ? u - ? u , 16 . /g t g t q j g t q u .  .  .
w  .x  .where j is between 0 and u , u / 0. Therefore ln f t, u ) 0, f t, u isu
increasing in u , u / 0.
 .  .  .  .  .Because E r, r q u s f r, u , we have E r, r s f r, 0 , E r, 0 s
 .  .  .  .  .f r, yr s f 0, r for ru u y r / 0, and E r, s s E s, r . This establishes
 .the strict monotonicity of the means E r, s and completes the proof.
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